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Introduction
The time of human ecology comes as a natural fruit of
the ecological movement [1]. We are seeing now a renewed
interest in female physiology; particularly, in the female
menstrual cycle. This desire has not been overridden,
however, by the widespread use of hormonal contraception.
Cycle monitoring applications for smart phones have now
millions of users [2]. A better knowledge of the menstrual
cycle may encourage women to appreciate its true value and
preserve it rather than see it as an aggravation they must
endure or treat.
Recent discoveries have shown that, for women, menstrual cycle phases are like ‘body seasons’ [3-6]. Beyond its role
in fertility, which has been known for a long time, the female
cycle affects the entire body with influences on woman's life
and the lives of her family members, friends, and acquaintances [3,7]. Thus, cycle manipulation with hormonal contraception may not be longer considered totally safe [8,9].
Women have two assets whose importance goes beyond
biological human life transmission: a) Femininity, that is the
qualities or attributes traditionally regarded as characteristic
of womanhood such as attention to details, sensitive towards
other’s feelings [10-12], and b) Motherhood, namely the
qualities or attributes regarded as traditional characteristic
of mothers, such as being protective, comforting, and others
[13,14]. Initially grounded in the transmission of life, these
two assets color the daily life of family and society through
skills, abilities, experiences, and dynamism. These two assets
shed light on human ecology (i.e., the living environment of
each individual); they are expressed throughout the times of
the female cycle.
In our article, we attempt by the mixed use of scientific
language together side by side with sometimes an educational or even poetic language to suggest the anthropological implications of the field treated. Our aim is to show the
importance of looking at the menstrual cycle with a philosophical point of view which usually has a medical and social
component.

The Three Stages of the Female Cycle
The female cycle consists of three phases or stages: i) A
waiting time, called latency: [15] ii) A fertility time, which is

the time during which, if spouses have intercourse, man's
sperm may reach the egg to fertilize it; and, iii) ‘Child’s time’,
the time when the conceived human life settles in the mother's womb. The woman's cycle allows this transmission of life.
Since the seventies, only the reproductive function of
the female cycle has been valued. It then became common
practice to manipulate the female cycle with the pill to avoid
conception or try to suppress the discomfort associated with
hormonal changes. Hormones used in contraceptives such
as the pill or implants do not replace the natural hormones
whose secretion they inhibit. More recently, suppressing
the cycle has been proposed [16,17] as a means so women
can have similar physiology to those of men and be able to
compete for their professional careers.
At the same time, scientists have faced a conundrum:
How can we understand why species selection has led to
more than 300 cycles in a woman's life when only a few are
enough for life transmission? Throughout species’ evolution,
the appearance and persistence of a given function is explained by an advantage for the concerned living organism.
The persistence of so many cycles may therefore be considered favorable to the human species.
In addition, a large body of scientific research has
indicated that women's aptitudes vary according to the time
of the female cycle [5,18,19]. There are times associated
with aptitudes for femininity and others with aptitudes for
motherhood. The cycle allows not only life transmission but it
also helps developing all women abilities.

Without Cycle, a Woman Remains a Woman
Young girls, young women, and older women remain
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women at any age. At each age, a specific hormonal climate
helps women develop specific abilities. A woman remains a
woman even when she does not have menstrual cycles and
even when she takes a contraceptive. Indeed, each of her
cells does carry two X chromosomes that drive cell activity
regardless of the hormonal climate. This is not the same for
men whose cells carry X and Y chromosomes. In fact, each
cell is ‘sexed’.
Thus, suppressing the feminine cycle with contraception
does not remove femininity. However, the change in the hormonal climate is not without consequences. As we will see
below, under contraception, women no longer benefit from
the help provided by hormonal balance.

The Three Hormonal ‘Climates’ of the Cycle
There are three distinct hormonal ‘climates’ during the
female cycle [20]. These hormonal climates help the development of women's specific assets: Femininity and motherhood.
The first hormonal climate is seen during the latency period which begins with the onset of menses. At the beginning
of each cycle, an increase in follicle-stimulating hormone levels causes follicular recruitment and development, followed
several days later by secretion of estrogens. This is a time for
hormonal rest; it is the ‘winter’ of the cycle. Just as during
winter buds grow but do not open, ovarian follicles develop
silently until one of them is selected [21]. Everything is quietly
prepared without hormonal impregnation, namely, without
high levels of estrogens and progesterone.
Then comes the ‘spring’ of the cycle when a follicle develops and ovulates. This follicle prepares the body by secreting
a large amount of estrogens. This is the fertile period of the
cycle during which intercourse may lead to conception. In fertile periods, under the effects of estrogens, femininity is ‘festive’. The woman develops many aptitudes that are initially
oriented towards fertility; but these aptitudes are beneficial
for women's lives and society.

motherhood blossom.

Beauty Calls for Respect
Modern biology is giving important places for beauty and
vulnerability. These are the main incentives to step out of
one’s bubble and connect with others, which is essential for
everyone's life and survival. Beauty, either plastic [23] or that
of a person [24]; (especially the nobility of his/her acts) is very
touching. This is the way we see the beauty of a child who invites us to take care of him or her or the beauty expressed by
femininity or masculinity. However, this leads only to beauty
and joy preservation-when desire is tamed to avoid possession that destroys human relationships. The beauty of the
processes of life transmission is rooted in the female cycle;
it calls for respect. The beauty of femininity that is magnified
during the fertile period of the cycle is associated with the
ability to transmit life. The sexual attraction of the fertile period is oriented towards conceiving a child. On the contrary,
during the other two periods of the cycle, the sexual attraction is oriented towards conjugal dialogue and celebration of
love. The fluctuation of the seasons of the cycle is thus an alternation of the two meanings of the intimate conjugal union:
Transmission of life during fertile periods and celebration of
spouses’ union during non-fertile periods.

Vulnerability Calls for Solidarity
The second key element that biology has discovered as a
condition for living in society is empathy: [25] a kind gesture
toward vulnerable people; a so essential gesture that its
biological mechanisms have been observed in ‘low’ animal
species [26]. Just like beauty, vulnerability calls for empathy
and becomes, therefore a value to preserve. Vulnerability
should be recognized as great nobility. The female cycle is
associated with vulnerability [27]. Welcoming the female
cycle is to accept to leave room for uncertainty, for a certain
degree of unpredictability.
Menses may interfere with a woman's social life. The man
who is aware that menses mean the renewal of the womb’s
endometrium to welcome a child is invited to an attitude of
sensitivity and admiration for the woman’s ability to transmit life.

Finally, comes the third and last stage of the cycle, the
post-ovulatory period, during which a second type of hormones, progesterone (progesterone: ‘for’ pregnancy), the
maternity hormone, is added to estrogens. In the post-ovulatory period, women develop other aptitudes [22] than
those of the previous period; precisely, those devoted to
motherhood: Anticipation, interest in the future, etc. The
body organizes itself to protect the future child. This is the
moment the woman turns towards the ‘nest’; she prepares
and beautifies it. This is also the time she protects her ‘territory’ (like any ‘mother’ protects her offspring’s environment) and during which she may become somewhat unpleasant. Then, other areas of interest may take over: The
woman lives a time when she is invited to ‘see further’; she
appreciates taking a step back. Initially necessary to protect
the conceived human being, these ‘maternal’ aptitudes are
beneficial for personal, family, and social life.

Male Stability and the ‘Seasons’ of the Female Cycle: A Beneficial Complementarity

Hormones make vital potentials reach their maximum:
Just like the sun makes nature blossom with the sap that
flows through plants, the female cycle makes femininity and

Once a couple has accepted the benefits of the ‘seasons’
of the female cycle, the stability of masculinity has to be accepted too as a necessary gift to establish a balance: Man’s
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The fertile period is a special time for sexual attraction:
Spouses have the chance to transmit life but must adapt
their behavior to their project of welcoming (or not) a new
child. If they choose to respect the female cycle, they will
adapt the way they express their love to the rhythms of the
woman’s cycle and, in doing so, they will welcome together
a kind of vulnerability that is so inherent to human life.
Thus, a couple and, more generally, a society that welcomes the female cycle with its irregularities and vulnerabilities is called to show empathy.
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stability is beneficial for the couple. The man lives in a different ‘climate’ than the woman; the ‘testosterone climate’
which ensures stability together with adaptation to the environment [28]. Man's hormonal climate has no seasons; man’s
hormones are regulated to adapt to the needs of the moment.
The amount of blood testosterone is high in the morning and
low in the evening [29]. In the morning, a man is hormonally
encouraged to leave his rest, step outdoors, and participate
in the life of society. It has been shown that the amount of
testosterone decreases in young fathers of children under 6
months of age; this makes these fathers more prone to take
care of the child. In short, testosterone levels adapts to masculine and paternal needs [30,31].

3. Sundström-Poromaa I (2018) The menstrual cycle influences
emotion but has limited effect on cognitive function. Vitam
Horm 107: 349-376.

Refusing to recognize the high value of masculinity prevents women and men from developing their potentials,
their complementarity, and deprives their children from the
sweetness of a family with fulfilled members. By developing
his ability to take care of others, a man becomes a mature
husband and father. This development requires that these
places be granted to him by the woman. The female precious
potentials can develop providing she recognizes she has an
absolute need to be protected, loved, and admired by a man.
Masculinity is a treasure of humankind; it should be preserved and, especially nowadays, further developed.

7. Kiesner J (2017) The menstrual cycle-response and developmental affective-risk model: A multilevel and integrative model of
influence. Psychol Rev 124: 215-244.

Combining Modernity and Human Ecology

10. Lithari C, Frantzidis CA, Papadelis C, et al. (2010) Are females
more responsive to emotional stimuli? A neurophysiological
study across arousal and valence dimensions. Brain Topogr 23:
27-40.

Is it still possible to ‘save’ the female cycle? Is it possible
for a woman to participate fully in public life (as she currently
does for the good of society and her personal balance)
while keeping her female cycle and welcoming its seasons?
Everything we have mentioned above shows the importance
of welcoming vulnerability and beauty of life as those of the
female cycle. Nevertheless, it is also necessary to keep up with
modernity. It is therefore a question of combining modernity
and human ecology, of continuing to enrich society with
masculine and feminine co-responsibility while preserving the
potential of human ecology where masculinity and femininity
develop their complementarity. For all this, it is essential to
consider the female cycle as a treasure of humankind, simply
because it is its starting point (the biological and human link
that transmits life) and stands at the crossroads of spouses'
love and the birth of their children. This calls today for a
change in language on masculinity as well as on femininity.
Environmental ecology can only be promoted through a
firm decision to change human behavior through considering
the environment as a precious place that should be cared for.
The same goes for human ecology: It will develop to serve
human life only if appropriate lifestyle choices are made. For
this, the cornerstone is the promotion of the respect of the
times of the female cycle.
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